VACANCY NOTICE

ISSUE DATE: ____________________________

CLOSING DATE: _________________________

COLLEGE: Kingsborough Community College

POSITION: Adjunct Faculty Member in the Department of Biological Science [1 position(s)].

QUALIFICATIONS: A graduate degree in the Biological Sciences. A minimum of three years of teaching experience is preferred.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENT: A letter explaining why you think you can teach the course, indicating expertise in the content areas found in the course curriculum.

DUTIES: To teach a 3-credit, 3-hour college-level course to junior and/or senior students at this high school titled:

BIO 3900 – Biology of Aging - Biological aspects of the aging process, including: definitions, characters and biological theories of aging, recent biological research, effects of disease and prescription drugs; determination of each students ageing profile, factors which modify the rate of the aging process including nutrition and exercise. This course does not satisfy the Biology major elective requirement. Flexible Core: Scientific World (Group E)

To attend professional development meetings, submit documents (ex. syllabi), and take part in College Now Science activities (ex. develop course objectives).

This class is in addition to the teacher’s regular Department of Education day and is tentatively scheduled to meet on (days) _______________ from (start time) ________________ to (end time) ____________.

SALARY: Rank and Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Starting hourly rate is $91.67.

EFFECTIVE DATE: __________

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM CNOW OFFICE

FROM __________________________________________

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/AMERICAN DISABILITY ACT EMPLOYER
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